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Basal cell carcinoma of the vulva: a case report of 
cutaneous neoplasia in a special area   
Carcinoma basocelular na vulva: um relato de caso de neoplasia 
cutânea em área especial

ABSTRACT
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common skin cancer¹. Among the risk factors for 
its development are exposure to ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, some chemicals, and  
previous scars.² However, the most important factor is exposure to ultraviolet radiation, which 
explains the higher incidence of this neoplasm in photo-exposed areas.¹ BCC in unexposed 
areas is uncommon. The purpose of this report is to describe a case of recurrent BCC in the 
vulva, to demonstrate the importance of dermatological examination in unusual areas, and to 
report the application of Mohs micrographic surgery.
Keywords: Basal cell carcinoma; Vulvar diseases; Vulvar neoplasms

RESUMO
O carcinoma basocelular (CBC) é o câncer de pele mais comum.¹ Entre os fatores de risco para seu 
desenvolvimento estão a exposição a radiações ionizantes e não ionizantes, alguns produtos químicos e 
cicatrizes prévias.² Porém, o fator mais importante é a exposição à radiação ultravioleta, o que explica 
a maior incidência dessa neoplasia em áreas fotoexpostas. O CBC em áreas não expostas é incomum.  
O objetivo deste relato é descrever um caso de CBC recorrente na vulva, demonstrar a importância do 
exame dermatológico em áreas incomuns e relatar a aplicação da cirurgia micrográfica de Mohs.
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INTRODUCTION
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common skin 

cancer, representing approximately 70% of cases.1 Among the 
risk factors for developing this type of tumor is exposure to 
ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, some chemical substances, 
such as tar and arsenic derivatives, and previous scars.2 However, 
the most important factor in BCC pathogenesis is exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation. This explains this neoplasm’s higher inci-
dence in sun-exposed areas, affecting mainly fair-skinned and 
light-eyed people.1

BCC in non-photo exposed areas such as under-
arms, groin, buttocks, perianal, genital, and pubic regions is  
uncommon. BCCs that arise in the perianal area or on the vul-
va, specifically on the non-mucous surface of the labia majora,  
represent less than 2% of this type of epithelial tumor.3

This study aims to describe a case of recurrent BCC 
in the vulva, demonstrating the importance of surveillance of 
dermatological examination in unusual areas and reporting the 
application of Mohs micrographic surgery to spare and preserve 
special anatomical sites.

CASE REPORT
The 70-year-old white female patient, no-

ticed. a mildly painful and slightly itchy lump  
inside her vulva, on the left (Figure 1). During a gynecological  
consultation in 2015, the patient’s physician observed the lesion 
and referred her to the dermatologist.

The dermatologist performed the analysis and raised 
the hypothesis of basal cell carcinoma. The lesion’s biopsy con-
firmed the hypothesis, showing a superficial basal cell carcinoma  
(Figure 2). However, as this is a rare involvement site for this type 
of skin cancer, the patient was referred to another Dermatology 
service in the state of São Paulo to get a second opinion from a 
dermatologist specialized in Cutaneous Oncology on the appro-

priate treatment for the lesion. In this service, the patient started 
treatment with imiquimod five times a week for six weeks and, 
after this cycle, the lesion disappeared.

However, a year later, the lesion reappeared in the 
same site, and a new biopsy was performed. The pathological  
examination confirmed that it was a recurrence of the previous 
basal cell carcinoma. The dermatologists who accompanied the  
patient, after discussing the case, suggested that the lesion was  
removed using the Mohs micrographic technique due to its 
greater precision and safety.

In 2016, the patient underwent surgical  
excision of the lesion, performed with free lateral and deep  
margins (Figure 3). Since then, the patient has undergone annual 
visits to the dermatologist. There has been no recurrence of the 
lesion to date.

Figure 1: Primary skin lesion

Figure 2: Dermoscopy of the primary skin lesion

Figure 3: Surgical wound after tumor debulking and margin resection
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DISCUSSION 
BCC arises from follicular stem cells. Thus, its  

development in hairless areas is uncommon.4 The site of greatest  
involvement is the cephalic region (90%), mainly in the  
orbitopalpebral and nasal area, followed by the trunk and limbs.2 
The most important factor in the pathogenesis of BCC is expo-
sure to ultraviolet light. However, up to a third of cases occur in 
covered areas, such as armpits, groin, buttocks, perianal, genital, 
and pubic region.3,5,6

To date, the literature has described less than 300  
cases of vulvar BCC. Tumors in this location represent approxi-
mately 2% of all BCCs and less than 3% of vulvar carcinomas.4  
The exact cause of BCC development in non-sun exposed areas 
is still uncertain, but the relationship with increasing age has 
been reported in two large case series, in which the mean age of 
vulvar BCC development was between 70 and 73 years.7,8

Vulvar BCC shares the same risk factors as the  
sun-exposed BCCs. What sets them apart is that exposure to  
ultraviolet (UV) radiation does not play an important  
factor in the pathogenesis of vulvar BCC. Nevertheless, some  
authors suggest that exposure to UV radiation causes systemic  
immunosuppression, and it could be related to the BCC  
appearance in areas not exposed to the sun.9 Previous radiation 
is also one of the factors that predispose to vulvar BCC. Usually, 
the onset of lesions occurs years after exposure to irradiation.10,11 
Another risk factor is genetic defects that can predispose to the 
development of BCC, such as the PTCH mutation, which leads 
to basal cell nevus syndrome and substantially increases the sus-
ceptibility to this neoplasm.12

The clinical manifestations of vulvar BCCs are  
nonspecific and don’t have classic BCC features. Lesions can  
appear as papules, nodules, or lesions that can be exophytic,  
pediculated, infiltrative, pigmented, and ulcerated in more  
advanced cases, or even in the combined form of these items.13 
The signs and symptoms are not characteristic. The most  
reported ones are irritation, pain, and local itching. The non- 
specificity of the symptoms often causes the lesions to be treated as  
inflammatory and infectious dermatoses, leading to late diagno-
sis and, consequently, to an increase in the size of the neoplasm 
and local invasion.8

The vulvar BCCs are more aggressive when compared 
to the sun-exposed BCCs, and they are associated with deep  
local infiltration and occasional perineural extension. This type 
of neoplasm has a greater recurrence, as well as higher levels of 
local and distant metastases. It varies according to the histologi-
cal pattern, and morphea-like, metatypic, adenocystic, and infil-
trative tumors tend to be more recurrent and aggressive. ¹4, 15, 16

Surgical excision is the best form of treatment for vulvar 
BCC. Surgical margins should be wide, as a retrospective study 
showed that up to 25% of excisional biopsy margins were com-
promised. It is mainly due to the difficult demarcation, as this site 
is naturally erythematous, and the edges of the lesion are easily 
confused with healthy skin.8 The involvement of the margins 
results in a higher recurrence rate, which may reach 10% to 20% 
of cases.14

In large, histologically aggressive BCCs and in those with 
recurrence and poorly delimited borders, such as the tumor in 
this case report, Mohs micrographic surgery is the treatment 
of choice. It provides histological control of 100% of the mar-
gins, preserving normal skin, in addition to reducing changes in  
anatomical structures, making the reconstruction safer and with 
better aesthetic and functional results. In cases where the surgical 
approach is contraindicated or where there is edge involvement, 
radiotherapy is a therapeutic option, but it can lead to complica-
tions in the irradiated site.3,17,18

Early diagnosis is crucial to ensure less invasive surgery. 
However, vulvar BCC often has a delayed diagnosis because it 
occurs in a location that is less monitored during the physical 
examination.8  We concluded that there must be awareness that 
BCCs can appear in non-photo exposed areas and, many times, 
they can mimic other dermatoses. Thus, dermatologists, general 
practitioners, and gynecologists should perform a complete skin 
examination, especially in patients with a history of skin cancer, 
and biopsy is advisable in any suspicious skin lesion in these 
regions. l
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